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From: Max Factor III [mailto:Max@FactorADR.com]  
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2015 4:18 PM 
To: Norton Karno 
Subject: Alert: The GHAD Engineers' June 2015 Analysis, were it accurate, Almost Certainly Threatens the Viability of the 
BB-GHAD Project 
 
      

Dear Norton:  

        As Chair of the BB-GHAD Board, you have been gracious in acknowledging many of the 
concerns expressed by the parcel owners on the West End.   

        We recognize how time consuming, thankless and potentially destructive to community 
relationships that decision making and leadership are in the face of inherently conflicting and 
divergent sets of interests.* The task of the BB-GHAD Board members is neither easy nor 
enviable.  

   Now, there is yet another issue about which you may not be aware and which jeopardizes the 
viability of the Broad Beach Restoration Project. This issue arise from most current analysis by 
ENGEO Engineering and Moffatt & Nichol of the Broad Beach GHAD’s Alternative 4C.    

        We all know that the GHAD may not place sand directly on the West End for environmental 
reasons, nor may significant quantities of sand fill migrate seaward of the 22 West End parcels in 
a manner that would adversely affect the survival of federal and state protected marine resources 
seaward of the West End parcels.   

        The problem is that the most recent analysis estimates that large volumes of sand will migrate 
to the West End from the East and Central areas. If that analysis were accurate, the project would 
likely wreak havoc on much of the protected area. Based on my own personal experience on the 
beach and other data, I’m writing to see if you can get a clarification from the engineers to make 
sure they haven’t developed a plan that will be rejected by the relevant authorities. 
 
        In summary, the basis for concern is that Moffatt & Nichol calculate an estimated 26,700 
cubic yards of "Sand Volume Added" migrating to and seaward of the West End. They estimate 
this will happen in the first six months, and that even after one year after the initial sand fill, the 
"Sand Volume Added" to the West End is estimated at 18,400 cubic yards.  See, June 24, 2015 
analysis by Russ Boudreau at page 2.  

        If that’s true, that’s an enormous amount of sand in front of the West End that would extend 
well into the protected habitats. Specifically, 26,700 cubic yards of migrating sand along the 1,256 
feet of the West End would equal a volume of sand 3 feet high by 191.3 feet in wider beach 
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seaward!  Similarly, 18,400 cy of sand would equal a volume of sand 3 vertical feet high 131.8 feet 
in wider beach seaward.  

        Of course, if the sand were higher than 3 vertical feet, the sand might not extend as far out. 
However, my experience (and yours too, I expect) is that sand doesn’t get much higher than the 
"high-tide" level since there’s no way for the sand to accrete without tide to take it there. The 
Moffatt & Nichol report seems to assume that the "Average Beach Width Added" to the West End 
is just 50 feet after six months and only 34 feet after a year. That, however, cannot be squared with 
the 26,700 cubic yard or the 18,400 cubic yard estimates because those volumes, over 50 or 34 feet 
of beach respectively, would suggest a new beach of more than 11 vertical feet ** in front of each 
of the 22 West End homes as a result of sand drift.  

        It’s virtually impossible to imagine that 11 vertical feet end up in front of each house 
spreading over 50 feet. What is reasonable to project (and M&N elsewhere has so projected) is that 
any large accretion would result in a sloping bed of sand.  However, if the amounts are accurate 
at 26,700 cubic yards/18,400 cubic yards, the sloping bed of sand would reach far out seaward 
(well beyond 50 feet) and certainly cover considerable portions of the protected marine resources 
located within 150 - 200 feet seaward of West End parcels at mean high tide.  
 
   We are not engineers.  But we did retain engineers (Reg Browne); and that report makes it 
look like the GHAD’s most recent report is unlikely to be accurate. We suggest it may be useful for 
the BB-GHAD to have further conversations with the GHAD engineers to obtain clarification as to 
whether their recent projections, made as part of their Assessment Engineer’s responsibilities, are 
accurate.  And, in the event these new projections for Alt 4C are not accurate, then correct the 
ENGEO/M&N projected estimates so that the Added Sand to the West End will not result in 
substantial and prolonged coverage of the protected areas and of the Boulder Field.  Of course, 
were the ENGEO/M&N estimates accurate, then the CCC should be immediately informed and the 
Project revised to protect the protected marine life and Boulder Field areas.  

    Without some downward adjustment in the amount of sand volumes projected to migrate up 
coast to the West End (which said downward adjustment is supported by proper engineering 
studies), the viability of the entire Project appears threatened.  In view of the fact that 
ENGEO/M&N have already analyzed the modeling information for sand diffusion moving up coast 
at several time intervals, please provide a response to us on or before Thursday, July 16, 2015.   

    Simply put -- These large projected volumes of migrating larger grained sand migrating
to the West End, were they accurate estimates, will wreak havoc to the protected areas and 
the Boulder Field on the West End. We hope that is not the case, and urge you to seek a revision 
to see if that result was an error. 

Sincerely,  

Max  
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PS:  For your convenience the four documents which create our request for modification are: 

One, the June 24, 2015 Response by Russ Boudreau to Coastal Engineering Review of Pacific 
Engineering Group,   

http://www.bbghad.com/project-documents/02-2015-april-draft-engineers-report-related-
documents/13.%20Pacific%20Engineering%20Review%20Response.pdf ;   

Two, the Final Pacific Engineering Group Report,   

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B8D9M1LfgQONRU5kWGxJOC1PcG8 .  

The calculations of the Final Report do not vary from the Draft Report on the bbghad.com web site,

http://www.bbghad.com/project-documents/02-2015-april-draft-engineers-report-related-
documents/9.%206-12-
2015%20Coastal%20Engineering%20Review%20by%20Pacific%20Engineering%20Group.pdf 
and  

Three, a graphic provided on the bbghad.com web site entitled 4C-2 Export Revised,   

 http://www.bbghad.com/project-documents/02-2015-april-draft-engineers-report-related-
documents/docs-supporting-bbghad-engineers-view-some-sand-nourishment/4C-
2_Export_Revised.pdf ;  

Four, the June 24, 2015 Response of the BB-GHAD to Earlier Request for Information,   

 http://www.bbghad.com/project-documents/02-2015-april-draft-engineers-report-related-
documents/BBGHAD%20response%20to%20Factor%20061615%20email.pdf ;  

Footnote *:  The numerous responsibilities of the BB-GHAD Board and its constituencies are 
multiple – the state, federal and local regulatory agencies (i.e., Lead Agencies: CCC, USACE, 
CSLC and Responsible and Consulting Agencies: RWQCB, NMFS, Cal Trans, DFW, etc.);  the 
Eastern parcel owners  who are to have a restoration of Permanent Dunes, sand nourishment  
and geologic hazard abatement;  the Central and some Central West parcel owners who are to 
receive sacrificial dunes, sand nourishment as needed and geologic hazard abatement;  the West 
End parcel owners who are not to receive either  direct sand nourishment or geologic hazard 
abatement; and  the individual parcel owners whose interests may vary from their geographically 
designated groupings and may not want to participate in the revetment process or may not want to 
pay the level of assessment necessary to have an environmentally sound,  code conforming 
Project that achieves the intended benefits to GHAD parcel owners  

Footnote **:  18,400 cubic yards =  34 feet [the projected Added Beach Width seaward of the 
22 West End parcels] x 1256 feet [the actual beach frontage seaward of the 22 West End parcels] x 
11.6 feet in average vertical height. This is a quantity of sand volume projected by the GHAD 
engineers which we believe is unrealistically large and created solely to justify the ENGEO 
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assessment on the 22 West End parcels of 25% of the assessment placed upon the remaining 
99 parcels within the GHAD boundaries.  

 
 
--  

           
 
Max Factor III 
Arbitrator & Mediator, Full-Time Neutral 
***  Best Los Angeles Arbitrator 2014,  Best Lawyers® in America 
***  Daily Journal Top 50 Neutral in California, 2013 
***  Distinguished Fellow, Int'l Academy of Mediators (2006 - 2013) 
Factor Mediation & Arbitration Services, Inc. 
21355 Pacific Coast Hwy, Ste. 200 
Malibu, CA 90265   
Ph: 310-456-3500 
www.FactorADR.com 




